Parker, Christine D

Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 11:44 AM
To: 'mahiderbitew@yahoo.com'
Cc: Rupp, Abigail M; Parker, Christine D; Teklu, Tsion
Subject: Children’s House adoption contract cases for MOWCYA
Attachments: Children House international.docx; Children House international_contract between birth mother and orphanage.pdf

Mahider-

Abby is out of the office this week. We will prepare a detailed response to your question regarding Better Futures, and reply as soon as possible.

On a separate note, I am hoping to seek MOWA’s clarification and response on two separate issues. First, we received a case from the adoption agency involving the relinquishment of one twin but not the other. The child’s name in the case is _____________. We are prepared to proceed with the case, but before doing so want to seek MOWA’s clarification that there are no objections from the Government of Ethiopia in cases involving the relinquishment of one twin and not the other.

I would also like to seek your comment on a diplomatic note, attached, sent by the U.S. Embassy regarding a contractual agreement between the child’s birth mother ___________ and the receiving orphanage, Twarina Wolaj Yatu Yemebeletoch Ena Yelijoch Bet, Wellega branch. The prospective adoptive family, and other families adopting through Children’s House International are currently in Ethiopia awaiting an appointment with the U.S. Embassy. Does MOWA wish to revisit this case, or any other cases involving the Twarina Wolaj Yatu Yemebeletoch Ena Yelijoch Bet orphanage?

Warm Regards,

Jeff Ladenson
Adoption Unit Chief
U.S. Embassy

REVIEW AUTHORITY: Robert Strand, Senior Reviewer
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From: mahider Bitew [mailto:mahiderbitew@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 9:21 PM
To: Rupp, Abigail M
Subject: Information

Dear Madam,
the information very soon it will help us very much.

Best Regards,
Maheder
MoWCY

Christine Parker
Deputy Consular Section Chief
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
ParkerCD2@state.gov

The Embassy's website is: http://ethiopia.usembassy.gov
This email is unclassified according to E.O. 12958